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TODAY: VIRGINIA'S
FREEDOM OF

INFORMATION ACT

What it Tells Us
Policy & the Balance of Interests

Accessing Public Records
Public Meetings



"Knowledge will forever
govern ignorance; and a
people who mean to be their
own governors must arm
themselves with the power
which knowledge gives.”

— JAMES MADISON



FOIA
policy

statement

“The affairs of government are not intended to be
conducted in an atmosphere of secrecy since at all times
the public is to be the beneficiary of any action taken at

any level of government.”

 procedures are to be construed
liberally in favor of access 

 exemptions are to be construed
conservatively in favor of access



PUBLIC
it's our money

public’s right to know
accountability

democratic values
informed decisions

corruption

GOVERNMENT
public purse

strategic position
public safety

legal privilege
proprietary interest

personal privacy



AVOID STEREOTYPES



What is
a public
record?
The key question is
the content, not the
medium

Is the record on a
government device
or account?

Is the record about
public business?

Is the record on a
personal device or
account?

Subject to FOIA

It IS a public record

Not subject to FOIA

It is NOT a public record

yes no

yes



MAKING
A FOIA

REQUEST

Describe the record with
"reasonable specificity"

No duty to put it in writing*

No duty to say "FOIA" or cite the statute*

No duty to say who you
are or why you're asking

*nonetheless, it's a good idea to do so



Five
allowable

responses*

HERE ARE ALL THE RECORDS

My favorite!

WE’RE WITHHOLDING ALL OF
THEM

Must say how many are being withheld & why.

WE’RE WITHHOLDING/REDACTING
SOME

Must say why.

WE DON’T HAVE THEM/THEY
DON’T EXIST

No duty to create a record. Explain who does
have it.

WE NEED 7 MORE DAYS

Any longer must be agreed upon. *to be made within 5 working days



EXEMPTIONS
DISCRETIONARY -- that is,
the records MAY be
withheld, but they are not
REQUIRED to be

          Personnel                             Working papers

Legal advice & attorney work-product

Security           Tactical plans           Investigations

Scholastic records                     Health records

Economic development         Contract negotiations

These are some of the
most commonly used

Other sections in the Virginia Code
may prohibit release



UNCOMFORTABLE
BUT TRUE

There is no catch-all exemption for privacy

exemptions & other laws for medical privacy, financial
information, e.g., but not for your name/address, etc.



RECORDS &
COVID-19

October 5
Attorney General's opinion

Loudoun, Albermarle and a
few school districts

Paper v. electronic

Cities and other states



Michael Crichton

What is a public meeting?
As many as 3 members (or a quorum, if less

than 3) of the public body’s membership

DOES include committees, subcommittees,

work groups, commissions, etc.

Does NOT include staff meetings or other

employee gatherings



If it's a
public

meeting,
what does it

require?

MUST GIVE NOTICE
At least 3 days for normal meetings; "reasonable
under the circumstances" for others.

MUST TAKE MINUTES
A summary of what was discussed, no
requirement for verbatim or details.

MUST MAKE VOTES PUBLIC
Nothing's valid until it's public.

OPEN BEFORE THE CLOSE
Can't have a closed meeting unless an open
meeting is held first.

AGENDA ISN'T REQUIRED
But if you have one, everyone gets it at the
same time.



EXEMPTIONS
DISCRETIONARY -- that is,
they CAN hold a closed-
door meeting, but they're
not REQUIRED to

          Personnel                             

Legal advice & attorney work-product

Security                Tactical plans

Student discipline                  

Economic development         Contract negotiations

These are some of the
most commonly used



AKA:
BUMP INTO

NOAH'S ARK
SERIAL MEETINGS

2X2
You get the drift

"DAISY CHAIN"
MEETINGS



UNEXPCTED
BUT TRUE

There is no requirement for a
public comment period

time, place & manner restrictions
other avenues of communication
content-neutral application

POLICIES:



MEETINGS &
COVID-19

Existing law

2 Attorney General's
opinions in March/April

Continuity of government
ordinances

Budget amendments

The transition back to in-
person

The future
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THANK YOU!

Contact me:
Megan Rhyne

mrhyne@opengovva.org
540-353-8264

(540 area code, but I'm here locally)


